
Grade 10 English 

The Birthmark Study Questions 

Section A: Vocabulary 

Define Each Word!  

● elixir 

● stigma  

● uncouth 

● nostrum 

● concoction 

Match the following words with their meanings. 

1. fastidious a) short-lived 

2. recondite b) optimistic 

3. repent c) extremely unpleasant  

4. exult  d) meticulous 

5. sanguine e) incalculable 

6. ephemeral f) profound 

7. reverence g) regret, rue 



8. inestimable h) great respect, deference 

9. fathom i) rejoice 

10. odious j) comprehend 

 

Discussion and Analysis  

1. How does Aylmer interpret Georgiana's birthmark? How is his 

interpretation different from the way other women view her 

birthmark? 

 

 

2. Explain the significance of Aylmer’s dream in “the Birthmark”.  

 

 

3. How does the setting of “The Birthmark” reveal the story’s 

conflicts? 

 

 



4. Georgiana begins to refer to her birthmark as "odious". Why 

is this?  

 

  

5. Why does Georgiana insist on removing the birthmark, even 

though she knows it might kill her? 

 

 

6. Aylmer avoids kissing his wife's left cheek and kisses her right 

cheek instead. What is the significance of this? 

 

 

 

7. Discuss Aylmer's real motives.  

 

 



 8. “The foolishness of striving for perfection” and “science 

versus nature”, and “fatal pride” are three of the major themes 

of The Birthmark. Discuss one of these themes by providing 

evidence from the text.  

 

 

 

 

9. Who is the real antagonist (villain) in The Birthmark? 

 

 

 

 

10. How does Hawthorne describe Aminadab? 

 

 

 

 



11. What do the plants, the birthmark, and sunlight symbolize in 

this story?  

 

 

 

12.  How does Hawthorne foreshadow Georgiana’s death. Find 

three examples in the story.  

 

 

 

13. What are some similarities between "The Birthmark" and 

"Young Goodman Brown"?  
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